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Abstract
Voters often favor candidates who benefit them individually but may coordinate their support
with their social group on other candidates in exchange for policies targeting their group. In a
laboratory experiment, I induce group identities to investigate the behavior of voters facing such
trade-offs. I find that groups with low within heterogeneity often secure the club good from a
candidate who is also individually beneficial to a majority of the group. In more heterogeneous
groups, coordination on that candidate often fails and while the group still receives club goods,
it is from a candidate whose policies are otherwise individually costly to most of the group. The
results highlight the role strategic considerations play in the formation of group-based electoral
coalitions.
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Introduction

Group identities matter in elections and often lead to an electorate divided along group lines (Michelitch, 2015; Eifert, Miguel and Posner, 2010; Huddy, 2001). Intuitively, the mechanism by which
individuals with the same group identity align their behavior is rooted in shared preferences or
other group-related considerations, such as concern for group status or group conformity (Akerlof
and Kranton, 2000; Dickson and Scheve, 2006). The exact target of joint group action (that is,
which candidate the group chooses to support collectively) however, varies significantly with context, such as the distribution of policy preferences within the group or the nature of competition
among candidates who offer group-targeted benefits – i.e., club goods – in exchange for the group’s
electoral support.
The relationship between politicians and voters in many societies is frequently characterized
as clientelistic, a trade of beneficial policies for electoral support (Kitschelt and Wilkinson, 2007);
examples can be found from New Haven, Connecticut (Dahl, 2005) to Zambia (Posner, 2005). Such
policies that exclusively benefit non-universal social groups are a standard feature of politics, even
if their “purchase” in Western democracies is not acknowledged by stakeholders as explicitly as it
is in patronage systems. Voters reward incumbents for targeted policies (Harding, 2015; Weghorst
and Lindberg, 2013; Carlson, 2015) and politicians strategically engage in providing group-targeted,
excludable benefits to particular social groups to create and sustain reciprocal relationships (Gottlieb
et al., 2019) if possible (Ichino and Nathan, 2013).
In this paper, I provide a theoretical account of exactly how voters coordinate with other members of their social group to secure group-targeted benefits. I show how they trade off their preferences over policies benefiting them at the individual-level against group-level benefits from a club
good. In particular, I model the relationship between within-group heterogeneity in policy preferences and the groups’ ability to coordinate on one candidate to secure a group-targeted benefit. I
then implement a laboratory experiment where subjects in the role of voters of one social group
favor a particular candidate given the benefits they would receive individually but may together
coordinate their electoral support on any of the candidates in exchange for benefits from a club good
they would receive as a member of a particular group. Experimental treatments pinpoint which
electoral alternative draws members of one social group with variation in within-group heterogene-
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ity in preferences over individual-level benefits or priming of the individual-level vs group-targeted
benefits offered by candidates.
The baseline treatment operationalizes the main dimension of political conflict as a distribution
of income with a larger social group comprising mostly wealthy members; a smaller social group
that is mostly poor; and two candidates, one proposing redistribution of income and the other a
status-quo distribution. The group-targeted benefit is represented by a club good that the social
group can secure for all of its members but only if the group helped one of the candidates win
and represents a majority of supporters of the winning candidate.1 To mimic group identities, I
induce minimal groups that have been shown to trigger relevant effects of group categorization in
the laboratory (i.e., awareness of group membership and formation of identity-contingent beliefs
about others’ behavior).2
The experiment confirms the models’ prediction that when within-group heterogeneity is low,
voters mostly coordinate on the equilibrium where they vote for a candidate who benefits most
members of the group individually while securing the group-targeted benefit from the winning candidate. Such equilibrium behavior is observationally equivalent to following a group-majoritarian
decision heuristic – vote for the candidate whose platform is individually beneficial to most members
of the group – providing a clear coordination target. Interestingly, in more heterogeneous groups,
for which voting for this candidate is not an equilibrium, I find behavior observationally equivalent
to group-majoritarian coordination as well. To a larger extent, more heterogeneous groups converge
on a candidate who imposes individual-level costs on most members of the group but delivers the
club good; behavior that is congruent with equilibrium play in the model of electoral competition. Experimentally priming the individual-level benefit voters may derive from choosing between
candidates makes coordination on that equilibrium candidate less likely, driven by those group
members who would incur a cost in reduced individual-level benefits from switching to equilibrium
play. Finally, I provide evidence that groups featuring higher within-heterogeneity converge to the
1

The exact distribution of income in this experiment is not meant to be descriptive of a particular real-world
instantiation but to create conflicting preferences over individual-level and group-targeted benefits.
2
Throughout this paper I discuss a group identity that requires individual’s subjective awareness of group membership based on a shared trait but may not rise to the level of being a social identity. The latter goes beyond
awareness of membership and demands the individual attach value and emotional significance to their membership
(Tajfel, 1981). It is debatable whether I am able to induce a social identity with its complex cognitive and emotional
underpinnings in the laboratory, but the treatment clearly succeeds in creating a group identity (See manipulation
checks presented in Section 4: Experimental design).
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equilibrium candidate who is individually costly to most members of the group because of voters’
awareness of what their fellow group members might do and how other groups behave. This finding demonstrates the existence of a strong strategic rationale behind the formation of group-based
electoral coalitions.
By delineating mechanisms by which voters coordinate on a specific candidate, this study makes
three contributions: it adds to the political behavior literature that investigates group identities as
political identities (for an overview see Huddy (2013)) and highlights the role strategic considerations
play in the formation of electoral coalitions; it extends the literature on ethnic politics investigating
the mechanisms behind census voting (Chandra, 2004; Posner, 2005; Eifert, Miguel and Posner,
2010); and it provides a micro-foundation for the beliefs-relevant effects of social group membership,
going beyond the seminal framework of Akerlof and Kranton (2000) for conceptualizing group
identity.3

2

Group-targeted benefits and electoral coalition formation

In elections where group identities matter, their influence on individuals’ preferences is the most
commonly considered mechanism explaining individuals’ group-contingent decision-making. Voters
give more weight to group-related concerns than in elections without group divisions, where this
shift is attributed to general warm-glow in-group favoritism (Andreoni, 1989; Chen and Li, 2009),
emotional gains from conforming to group norms (Goette, Huffman and Meier, 2006; Bernhard, Fehr
and Fischbacher, 2006; Suhay, 2015), group status (Shayo, 2009; Klor and Shayo, 2010), or acting in
conformity with fellow group members (Bernheim, 1994; Hogg, 1996), but also to emotional losses
from failing to concede to peer pressure (White, Laird and Allen, 2014). Akerlof and Kranton (2000)
prominently introduced such group-driven preferences into models of individual decision-making as
an additive term in agents’ utility function.
All these effects on vote choice from membership in a social group provide rationales to do what
is “best” for one’s group or to vote in conformity with one’s group. However, groups are often heterogeneous, inter-group competition is complex, and voting for the group’s best interest or following
3
Whereas studies employing that framework conceive of group identity as an added term in voters’ utility function,
by capturing group-related concerns – such as group norms and group status – group identity in the analysis below
emerges contingently, affecting individual behavior through a conditional coordination mechanism.
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a group norm is not always obvious. Group decision-making, where outcomes have consequences
with respect to individual- and group-targeted benefits, presents a coordination problem (Bornstein, 2003). Faced with that problem, individuals as group members intuitively may align their
vote choice with what fellow group members are most likely to do. In the context of ethnic politics,
Chandra (2004) articulates an important argument that provides a starting point for guiding our
thinking about how identities may serve as group coordination devices: we see coordination of vote
choice along ethnic lines when co-ethnics represent a large enough electoral coalition to help the
candidate win; the candidate, then, provides group-targeted benefits.4 The question still arises: On
which candidates do voters of the same group coordinate? Do they choose a co-ethnic candidate;
but what if such a candidate is not running? Do they pick a candidate who offers club goods; but
how do they chose when there are several candidates campaigning on group-targeted benefits? We
may expect group members in such circumstances to coordinate by aligning with and supporting the
apparent policy preferences of the majority of group members; they would assess those preferences
by considering which alternative would give most group members a higher utility. The definition of
group-majoritarian coordination follows accordingly: groups coordinate on the electoral alternative
that is preferred by most members of that group.
When one electoral alternative is preferred by a majority of group members, most members
receive a higher individual-level benefit from supporting that candidate over another. Take, for
example, a group whose membership mostly comprises wealthy individuals but also includes some
poor individuals. According to group-majoritarian coordination, all members of the group should
vote against income redistribution regardless of whether the individual voter is poor. Such behavior
is observationally equivalent to the frequently noted phenomena where low-income groups vote for
conservative parties when salient social group membership blurs the relationship between income
and preferences for redistribution (Roemer, 1998; Scheve and Stasavage, 2006). A vote for a wealthpreserving status quo policy against redistribution would generate higher individual-level benefits
for a majority of group members.5
Group-majoritarian coordination imposes cost on the fewer poorer members of the group when
4

Among others, there is evidence of coordination driven voting choices in Argentina (Stokes, 2005), South Africa
(Ferree, 2006), and Malawi (Ferree and Horowitz, 2010).
5
In this example, income is just one individual-level characteristics determining the kind of polices that are
beneficial to the individual; depending on context, there are many others.
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forming an electoral coalition. Is there a strategic rationale that could justify a group attempt to
coordinate on the electoral alternative that leads to a loss in individual-level benefits for most members of the of group? Consider the following mechanism: suppose that most members of a society
with two social groups would benefit from income redistribution (the median income is below the
mean income), but most members of a larger social group are disproportionately wealthy, and those
in a smaller, minority social group are mostly poor. When that larger social group is rather heterogeneous in preferences over individual-level benefits or when campaign appeals prime the necessity
for a group to coordinate their vote for securing group-targeted benefits, members’ awareness of
the preferences of their social group as a group – the awareness of the diversity of preferences over
the individual-level benefit within their social group – as well as the awareness of the preferences
of the poorer minority social group may increase. Subsequently, members of the larger social group
will be more aware of the fact that the poorer minority social group prefers redistribution.6 At this
point, given that the minority social group together with the poorer members of the larger social
group may represent an electoral majority of votes in this society, the politician who offers a higher
level of redistribution becomes a viable candidate to win the election. The wealthier members of the
larger social group may now realize the appeal of voting for more redistribution, since voting jointly
with other members of their social group allows them to at least secure the club good for their
group. The definition of equilibrium coordination follows accordingly: groups support the electoral
alternative that may not be individually beneficial to most group members but secures group-targeted
benefits.
Before I describe results from an experiment that tests which coordination mechanism is prevalent, it is necessary to verify that the behavior underlying both mechanism is rationalizable by
characterizing equilibrium play in a model of electoral competition.

3

A simple model of electoral competition

Electoral competition is modeled in a complete information environment and I provide equilibrium
predictions accordingly. Consider a society of N = 5 voters where voter i is characterized by two
6
In fact, choices by members of the minority social group in the experimental data indicate the prevalence of the
belief that voting for the wealth-preserving candidate is, indeed, not worth the attempt. They almost unanimously
vote for the redistributive candidate independent of particular income and treatment (See Section 5).
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distinct attributes. The first attribute is her level of income ωi distributed according to F (ωi ). The
second attribute is a binary group identity attribute, which, given N odd, induces a division of
voters into two groups, {M I, M J}, where M J is the larger (majority) social group (NMJ = 3) and
M I is the smaller (minority) social group (NMI = 2).
The political competition is a majority-voting contest between two candidates, C = {P, R}.
Candidate P ’s platform is to provide a public good, which voters value at V , at the cost of a tax
τ to finance it. Candidate R is the anti-redistribution candidate whose platform is to maintain the
existing income levels without redistributive public good provision. Both candidates offer grouptargeted benefits to the group, M J or M I, which most strongly supports them electorally.7 Voter
i chooses which of the candidates to vote for, ai ∈ Ai = {P, R}.
Voter i’s utility has two components. One component, denoted UiC , is the individual-level benefit
dependent on ωi and induced by which candidate wins the election:

UiC

(
ωi (1 − τ ) + V
=
ωi

if P wins
if R wins

The second component is the utility derived from the group-targeted benefit, denoted I, which
depends on whether agent i is a member of the social group, M I or M J, that represents an electoral
majority of voters who supported the winning candidate. Formally,

I=



I




1


2I


0

if nMJ > nMI and i ∈ MJ
nMI > nMJ and i ∈ MI
if nMJ = nMI
otherwise,

where nMJ is the number of voters in M J who voted for the winning candidate, nMI is the number
of voters in the M I who voted for the winning candidate, and I > 0. Voter i’s utility is thus, given
as ui = UiC + I.
The fact that only the latter requires enough voters sharing the same group identity attribute to
vote for the same candidate to receive the benefit differentiates individual-level and group-targeted
benefit. Voters receive the individual-level benefit provided in the platform of the winning candidate
7
I assume throughout that candidates are committed to implementing their respective platforms if elected and
abstract away from the reasons they might have for running. The game that is analyzed is not one of strategic
candidate entry as modelled, among others, in Gordon, Huber and Landa (2007); Ashworth and Shotts (2014).
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no matter who elected that candidate; a poor voter, for example, benefits from candidate P ’s
platform independent who helped P win, poor or rich voters.8
I can be seen as a club good, the reward given to members of the social group that forms
the electoral majority support for the victorious contender, representing the allocation of a scarce
resource exclusively to that group. In the real world, such policies may allocate funds to an industry
that is located where a critical mass of a supportive social group resides or protect an exclusive
right valued by that social group. Mining subsidies for conservative whites in West Virginia are
illustrative of the first type of policy, while things like exemption from military service for ultraorthodox Jews in Israel, policies that set official languages in multi-lingual societies, or immigration
regulations that restrict resident permits to non-universal groups are examples of the second type.9
Even when i does not vote for the winning candidate, she may receive the group benefit – if
her group casts the most votes for the winning candidate. Suppose voter i is member of M J and
the two other members of M J as well as one member of MI vote for P but voter i herself votes for
R. Then, M J casts the most votes for the winning candidate, and all members of M J, including
voter i, receive the group benefit.
I assume that the distribution F (ωi ) is contingent on identity group membership. There are
three critical values in the income-space that will play an important role in the analysis. Let
ωL ≡

V −I
τ ,

ωM ≡

V
τ

, and ωH ≡

V +I
τ

where ωL < ωM < ωH . I will refer to incomes below ωL as

very poor, those between ωL and ωM as moderately poor, those between ωM and ωH as moderately
rich, and those above ωH as very rich. Throughout the main analysis, I will assume that ωi < ωM
for all members of M I and one member of M J and that ωi > ωM for the other two members of
M J. In words, all members of M I are either moderately or very poor while M J is composed of
one poor and two rich members.10
Finally, I assume when i is indifferent between voting for candidate P and candidate R, holding
8

Income here is just one representation of an individual-level attribute that determines who benefits from the
different candidates. It would certainly be conceivable that in some electoral contest, income is the basis of a grouptargeted benefit and cold be considered a group identity (i.e., class) as defined in this model.
9
Politicians allocating resources to discernible social groups make each voter pivotal in the fight for such a targeted
benefit. This also helps explain why turnout is often high, even though the influence of each individual vote on the
overall electoral outcome is minuscule, and it illuminates why some voters appear to make choices that run counter
to their obvious economic interests to secure a prize for their identity group (Morton, 1991; Schram and Sonnemans,
1996; Smith and Bueno De Mesquita, 2012).
10
I present a more general version of this game with F (ωi ) orthogonal to identity group membership in Section
A.2 in the online Appendix.
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fixed the rest of the strategy profile, i votes for the candidate that would give i a higher UiC .
Equilibrium Analysis I will define equilibrium strategy profiles of this game to be inclusive of
mixing strategies and denote them by α∗ = (α1∗MJ , α2∗MJ , α3∗MJ ; α1∗MI , α2∗MI ), where αi∗G ∈ ∆Ai with
G ∈ {M I, M J} assigns non-negative weights to the two elements of Ai such that the weights sum
to 1 for each i. In pure strategy equilibria, these weights are degenerate.
I focus on Nash equilibria in weakly undominated strategies. In particular, every equilibrium
strategy αi∗G of this game satisfies two conditions for every i, G:
(1) There exists no αiG ∈ ∆Ai , αiG 6= αi∗G such that ui (αiG , α−i ) ≥ ui (αi∗G , α−i ) ∀ α−i ∈ ∆A−i
with strict inequality for some α−i ∈ ∆A−i .
(2) There exists no α̂i G 6= αi∗G such that ui (α̂i G , α∗−i ) > ui (αi∗G , α∗−i ).
Below I will refer to α∗ that meet these conditions as “equilibria.”11
Proposition 1 The only pure strategy equilibria possible are of the form (P, P, P ; P, P ) and (R, R, R; P, P ).
The (P, P, P ; P, P ) equilibrium always exists. The (R, R, R; P, P ) equilibrium and an equilibrium in
mixed strategies of the form (α1∗M J (P ), α2∗M J (P ), α3∗M J (P ); P, P ), where (α1∗M J (P ), α2∗M J (P ), α3∗M J (P ))
are probabilities of playing P for players i = {1, 2, 3} ∈ M J respectively, exist if and only if all members of M J are not very poor, i.e. if their incomes are higher than ωL =

V −I 12
τ .

Given that this is a coordination game, it should not be surprising that there are multiple
Nash equilibria in pure strategies satisfying equilibrium conditions (1) and (2). For convenience, I
will refer to the (P, P, P ; P, P ) equilibrium (where P wins the election) as P-equilibrium and the
(R, R, R; P, P ) equilibrium (where R wins the election) as R-equilibrium. Proposition 1 provides
a clear prediction if at least one member of M J is very poor: in the P -equilibrium, members of
M J solve the trade-off between the individual-level and group-targeted benefit by all voting for the
redistributive candidate P even though this imposes a large cost on the rich members of M J not
made up for by securing the group-targeted benefit I. If no member of M J is very poor, Proposition
1’s equilibrium prediction for members of M I is also unambiguous, vote for the redistributive
candidate P , but for M J multiple equilibrium sub-profiles exist. Still, there is a group-welfare
11
12

A proof for the proposition in this section is provided in Section A.1 in the online Appendix.
The values for αi∗M J are also given in Section A.1 in the online Appendix.
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ordering of these equilibrium sub-profiles: M J’s welfare is maximized when all members vote for the
wealth-preserving candidate R. Note, both coordination mechanism, equilibrium coordination on
candidate P and group-majoritarian coordination where M J votes for R and M I for P , correspond
to equilibria of the simple model of electoral competition but the latter only exists if no member of
M J is very poor.

4

Experimental design

The experiment varies the distribution of income within groups (group heterogeneity treatments)
to tests whether behavior congruent with equilibrium predictions arises. It also introduces primes
of either the individual-level or group-targeted benefit component of voters’ utility function (appeal
treatments) to assess the robustness of equilibrium play and to identify voters’ decision-making
mechanism, group-majoritarian or equilibrium coordination.
In the experiment, I simulate vote choice between two candidates and if chosen by electoral
majority, one candidate implements redistribution, while the other implements a status-quo distribution. Following the model presented in Section 3, I will refer to the former as “candidate P” and
the latter as “candidate R.” On the subject screens in the experiment, candidate P is referred to
neutrally as Alternative A and candidate R as Alternative B as to not add a priming effect. Additionally, the winning candidate rewards the group that casts the most votes for her among all voters
who support her by implementing a policy that will disproportionally allocate a scarce resource to
that group. Voters are characterized by two social attributes: individual “income” and membership
in a “social group.” While income outside of the laboratory could constitute membership in a social
group (e.g. the poor, middle class, etc.), social group membership here is defined by the attribute
that determines receipt of the group-targeted benefit. I will refer to membership in that social
group as group identity, and to the other as individual-level attribute (assigned income).
Each experimental session unfolds in two stages: (1) group identity inducement stage and (2)
voting game stage. The voting game stage runs for 40 rounds.13
13

The experiment was not pre-registered. All treatments conducted within the research agenda are presented in
the main text or the online Appendix and no observations are omitted.
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Group identity inducement stage

At the beginning of each experimental session, subjects are

assigned to be a Klee or a Kandinsky following standard procedure for inducing group identities in
experiments.14 This assignment constitutes their membership in a social group and a groups’ status
as majority M J or minority M I is randomly assigned to the social groups of Klees and Kandinskys.
In the subsequent voting game stage, the identities of all subjects with whom individual
subjects interact are displayed for them on the screen, making the artificially induced group identities
salient. Group membership is directly payoff relevant adding to the salience of group identities in
the experiment15 and implying a potential experimenter demand effect. I experimentally account
for some consequences of such demand effects in the analysis (See Section 5.4) but note that other
demand effects are a desired feature of the experimental design.16
Voting game stage The voting game proceeds as follows:17
1. Subjects are randomly assigned to a 5-person society at the beginning of the session and that
assignment stays fixed until the end of the experiment.
2. In each round, subjects are randomly assigned their income from the underlying set of fixed
income distributions without replacement.18
3. Subjects are informed about income and group identities of all subjects in their society.
4. Subjects are asked to make a choice between two candidates, P and R. Whichever candidate
receives the most votes in their society becomes the winning candidate of that society.
5. The winning candidate is announced to the members of the society and subjects are privately
informed about their round payoffs.
In this experiment, τ = 1/2, V = 25, and I = 10, which ensures existence of equilibria
described in Section 3 and allows for easily comprehendible cut-points in the income space. The
round payoff to subject i when P wins is given by
14
See Section B in the online Appendix for details on the procedure which follows Tajfel and Billig (1974), Chen
and Li (2009), and Landa and Duell (2015). Considerable experimental literature using the minimal group paradigm
has shown its effectiveness in inducing patterns of responses to identity, including in-group favoritism and inter-group
competition, that resemble those observed outside the laboratory with naturally occurring groups (e.g., Eckel and
Grossman (2005)). The minimal group design does not attempt to manipulate something “seemingly immutable”
(Sen and Wasow, 2016) but induces minimal groups avoiding uncontrolled associations (Tajfel and Turner, 1986).
15
While explicitly announcing group membership is in line with a large literature in experimental social science
employing the minimal group design, making the minimal group assignment payoff relevant is less so but still often
implemented (e.g., Fryer, Goeree and Holt (2005)).
16
The group appeal models an electoral campaign appeal that asks voters explicitly to consider preferences and
behaviors of fellow group members more strongly.
17
Section B.4 in the online Appendix shows instructions and subject screens of the experiment.
18
Section B.5 in the online Appendix gives the full set of income distributions.
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payoff i (P wins) =

1
 2 income i + 25 + 10
1
2

if i’s group holds a majority
among all voters who vote for candidate P
otherwise

income i + 25

The round payoff to subject i when R wins is given by

payoff i (R wins) =


income i + 10

income i

if i’s group holds a majority
among all voters who vote for candidate R
otherwise

It is made clear to subjects that there are two distinct parts to the their round payoff: the
individual-level benefit that depends on their assigned income and the group-targeted benefit that is
determined by whether i’s group holds a majority among the supporters of the winning candidate.
The list of feasible income values potentially assigned to each subject contains 10, 22, 27, 38,
44, 56, 62, 73, and 90. In what follows (but not on the subjects’ screen within the experiment),
voters are defined as “very poor” if they are assigned the three lowest possible values of income (10,
22, or 27), “moderately poor” if they have the next two income values (38 or 44), “moderately rich”
if they are assigned the two following values (56 or 62), and “very rich” if they have one of the two
highest income values (73 or 90). Three out of five voters in a society are either very or moderately
poor with an assigned income below 50, but two out of three members of M J are moderately or
very rich with an assigned income above 50.
The payoffs in the game are structured so that the loss in individual-level benefit for a moderately poor (rich) voter when R (P ) wins is more than offset when her group secures the grouptargeted benefit but the very rich and the very poor voters would prefer receiving the individual-level
to the group-targeted benefit if only one is to be had.
Treatments

Group heterogeneity treatments vary the distribution of assigned income within

groups (within subject-design). Appeal treatments vary whether the individual-level or grouptargeted benefit component in subjects’ utility function is visually primed on the subjects’ screen.
Appeal treatments are assigned on the sessions-level (between subject-design).
I implement three main group heterogeneity treatments that vary the level of income heterogeneity in the larger social group M J. In the low group heterogeneity treatment, M J is composed
of one very rich, one moderately rich, and one moderately poor voter while in the smaller social
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group M I there is always one moderately poor and one very poor voter. In the medium group
heterogeneity treatment, the poorest voter in M J is very poor and in the high group heterogeneity treatment, that poorest voter’s income is much lower and income of the richest voter in M J is
much higher than in the medium or low group heterogeneity treatments. Variation induced by these
treatments is a feature of M J; the distribution of incomes in M I is constant. Figure 1 summarises
the within-society distribution of income across group heterogeneity treatment conditions.19

i

i
Figure 1: Distribution of income in majority M J and minority M I (gray markers) within societies
by group heterogeneity.
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In the no appeal treatment there is no priming, in the group appeal treatment the necessity
to coordinate with fellow group members to secure the group-targeted benefit is highlighted, and
in the income appeal treatment voters’ individual-level attribute income is primed. Appeals are
shown to subjects on their computer screens while they are making their voting decisions. The
statement representing a group appeal, depending on Klee [Kandinsky] group membership, reads:
Remember you are a KLEE [KANDINSKY]! Should you vote with other Klees [Kandinskys], you
may receive a higher identity payoff. The income appeal reads: Remember your income is below 50!
Should you vote for Alternative A, you may receive a higher decision payoff.20 The income appeal
treatment provides a clear behavioral prescription contingent on income while the group appeal
treatment only reminds subjects that the groups’ coordination would be necessary to secure the
19

Small perturbations of income in the medium group heterogeneity treatment are introduced to keep subjects
alert.
20
This appeal is shown when the subject is assigned an income below 50. When the subject is assigned an income
above 50, the statement reads: Remember your income is above 50! Should you vote for Alternative B, you may
receive a higher decision payoff. The individual-level benefit was referred to as “decision payoff” in the experiment.
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group-targeted benefit but the treatment does not name the target of such coordination.
For robustness checks and for additional tests to identity treatment effects, I implement a
series of supplemental treatments that are described in the results section once referenced.21
Table 1: Number of societies, subjects, and subject-round observations for appeal and group heterogeneity treatment conditions. Every session includes 8 rounds of the low group heterogeneity, 28
of the medium group heterogeneity, and 4 rounds of the high group heterogeneity treatment.
Appeal treatments

Societies

Subjects

Subject-round observations
by level of group heterogeneity
Total
Low
Medium
High
(40 rounds) (8 rounds) (28 rounds) (4 rounds)

No appeal
Group appeal
Income appeal

14
16
8

70
80
40

2800
3200
1600

560
640
320

1960
2240
1120

280
320
160

Total

38

190

7600

1520

5320

760

The appeal treatments are subtle but are perceived by subjects to influence behavior22 and
treatment conditions are balanced in observables. The number of independent observations in the
study is equal to the number of societies of 5 voters and accounted for in the statistical analysis
accordingly. While the order of rounds in which a particular level of group heterogeneity (low or
medium) occurred was randomly drawn, the order remained the same during all sessions with high
group heterogeneity being implemented in the last four rounds. This design was chosen to maximize
the power of statistical tests of the effects of the appeal treatments, which were expected to be much
smaller than the effects of the group heterogeneity treatments. In this way, order effects may arise.
Hypotheses Testing for the prevalence of different equilibria, I facilitate variation in the distribution of income assigned to members of M J as induced by the group heterogeneity treatments.
Equilibrium predictions derived in Section 3 lead directly to my first hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1 (Equilibrium predictions) When group heterogeneity of the majority M J of a society
21

More detailed descriptions, summary statistics of the main variables, treatment statistics for the full set of
treatments, and balance statistics are shown in Section B of the online Appendix.
22
Eighty-nine percent of subjects in group or income appeal conditions responded to the exit-survey question
whether appeals affected their decisions with an answer that is not “I have not recognize any appeal.” Further, 79%
responded they have seen the appeal when asked directly (data collected in 3 out of 12 sessions).
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is medium or high, the minority M I and the majority M J will always support the redistributive
candidate P and P wins the election (P -equilibrium). When group heterogeneity of the majority
M J is low, the majority M J also votes for the wealth-preserving candidate R while the minority
M I still chooses P (R-equilibrium).
In both cases, M J receives the group-targeted benefit, but in the latter the P -, R-, and mixedstrategy equilibrium exists as stated by Proposition 1. Given the parameters implemented in the
experiment, in the a mixed-strategy equilibrium the moderately poor member of M J chooses candidate R with a probability of .38, the moderately rich member with a probability of .62, and the
very rich member with a probability of .74, and M I chooses candidate P for sure.
I empirically assess hypothesis 1 at the society-level where the equilibrium strategy profile
is defined and compute the relative frequency of the possible strategy profiles and compare their
occurrences across group heterogeneity treatments.23 Observations on the presented statistics across
levels of group heterogeneity come from repeated measurements taken within each society.24
While variation in group heterogeneity leads to clear hypotheses with respect to which equilibrium should be prevalent, identifying how robust equilibria are to the ways voters trade off
individual-level and group-targeted benefit components of their utility function is less straightforward. A unique equilibrium exists when group heterogeneity in M J is medium, but playing that
P -equilibrium and securing the group-targeted benefit imposes hefty costs on the rich members
of M J. The same equilibrium prediction applies for the high heterogeneity treatment, but the
potential loss in individual-level benefit when voting for P as the richest member of M J increases
even more. Are those rich voters always willing to accept a loss in the individual-level dimension
to win the club good as predicted in the equilibrium? Here is where the appeal treatments allow
identification of how much equilibrium play is affected by voters assigning higher weight to either
23
Whenever I present tests over statistics computed at the society-level (i.e., relative frequency of strategy profiles)
and claim significance, (1) Wilcoxon sign rank-tests lead to rejection of the null hypothesis at α = .05 (if not other pvalue is provided); and (2) the 95% confidence bounds of a society-level clustered bootstrap of the difference in relative
frequency do not contain zero. I print one-sided tests when the hypothesis tested makes a directional prediction. I
provide further analysis in a regression framework allowing for a richer model of subject-, group-, and society-level
effects in Section C.2 of the online Appendix).
24
Note that the voting game in the experiment constitutes a repeated interaction while the model in Section
3 is a one-shot game. When group heterogeneity in M J is low, interpreting the observed relative frequency of
strategy profiles across all rounds as indicating the prevalence of a particular equilibrium of the one-shot game,
might be reflecting strategy profiles consistent with an equilibrium in a finitely repeated game instead. When group
heterogeneity in M J medium or high, this concern is mute, because a finitely repeated game would deliver the same
unique equilibrium prediction.
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the individual-level or group-targeted benefit component of their utility function. Recall that the
income appeal gives a specific behavioral prescription based on subjects’ level of assigned income:
vote for candidate R if you are rich and vote for candidate P if you are poor. The group appeal, in
contrast, reminds subjects of the necessity to coordinate with fellow group members to secure the
group-targeted benefit; this appeal does not promote a specific target for coordination.
With an income appeal, should the appeal be effective, the R-equilibrium is less likely to occur
because the poor member of M J is more prone to deviate to P . The P -equilibrium however, will not
arise more often because the rich members of M J are at least as likely, if not even more likely, to vote
for candidate R. Further, an increased propensity to vote with fellow group members upon receiving
a group appeal is conceivable as long as the target of coordination is not ambiguous. Regarding the
prevalence of equilibrium play, this means that because the P -equilibrium is the unique equilibrium,
it is more likely to be played in the group appeal than in the no appeal treatment. When group
heterogeneity of M J is low, multiple equilibria exist with different behavioral prescriptions for
members of M J, and no clear effect of priming the benefits of group coordination arises.
The hypothesis below aggregates the predictions about the effects of appeal treatments:
Hypothesis 2 (Appeal treatment effects) Priming the individual-level benefit splits voters by income therefore decreasing the prevalence of any equilibrium. Appealing to consider the group-targeted
benefit makes all voters more prone to vote for redistributive candidate P when group heterogeneity
in the majority is not low and increases the likelihood that the P -equilibrium is played.
To evaluate hypothesis 2, I test for changes in the relative frequency of equilibrium profiles
played and changes in the vote share of candidate R across appeal treatments. Additionally, looking
at vote share captures marginal changes in support for candidates – even those that do not imply
that societies switch to or away from an equilibrium.25 When testing for group appeal treatment
effects, observations on the presented statistics come from measurements taken in independent
samples of societies assigned to the different treatment conditions.
Hypothesis 2 arises from variations in voter behavior that are rooted in voters weighing either
the individual-level or group-targeted benefit component of their utility function higher upon re25
I follow a similar procedure as with the empirical tests of hypothesis 1, substituting sign rank- with Wilcoxon
rank sum-tests and subject-level clustered bootstrap where appropriate. Note, evaluating the expected effects of the
appeal treatments is not a comparative static-type of analysis arising from the model; it is an analysis of the effects
of a priming treatment on behavior.
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ceiving an appeal. While the effects of priming income seem straightforward in guiding vote choice,
when asked to consider coordinating with fellow group members, voters should immediately wonder what is the target of coordination to maximize the probability of receiving the club good. To
answer that question satisfactorily, voters must, upon receiving a group appeal, either formulate
expectations about fellow group members’ and the other groups’ behavior or they must follow a
simple decision-heuristic.
In both pure strategy equilibria, M J wins the club good, but the P -equilibrium proves more
costly to the rich majority of members of M J. This implies a group welfare ordering of equilibria favoring coordination on the R-equilibrium.26 Such coordination on the R-equilibrium that maximizes
M J’s group welfare represents behavior that follows the logic of group-majoritarian coordination,
as introduced earlier. Following the heuristic of group-majoritarian coordination however, can arise
in non-equilibrium play in the form of the strategy profile (R, R, R; P, P ) when group heterogeneity
in M J is medium or high; it only requires voters to choose what is best for the group defined as
voting for the candidate whose platform is beneficial to most members of the group.
Whether equilibrium coordination happens with group appeals is identified when voters coordinate on candidate P and when their vote for P is caused by voters forming the expectation that
fellow group members and the members of the other group will vote for P as well.
Hypothesis 3 (Coordination mechanism) Group appeals trigger equilibrium coordination if voters
coordinate on voting for the redistributive candidate P and make their decisions in response to the
expectations that other voters will also vote for P . They trigger group-majoritarian coordination if
voters in the majority M J coordinate on voting for the wealth-preserving candidate R independent
of their income and the level of group heterogeneity.
Observing equilibrium coordination is equivalent to observing the P -equilibrium, while observing group-majoritarian coordination requires the strategy profile (R, R, R; P, P ) to be played
(whether in equilibrium or not). Identifying group-majoritarian coordination empirically is straight26
To illustrate, given the parameters of the game implemented in the laboratory, when group heterogeneity in M J
is low and its members manage to secure the full group-targeted benefit from candidate R, the sum of the individual’s
payoffs of all members of M J is maximized. Coordinating on P instead gives them about $2 less. When group
heterogeneity in M J is medium, switching the coordination target in this way still reduces the group’s sum of payoffs
but only by about 50 cents. A deviation of one of the members of M J away from either of the equilibria in pure
strategies, which would have secured the group-targeted payoff for M J, cost the group about $2.5 and $5 when two
members of M J deviate. Table B.4 in the online Appendix provides subject payoffs in tokens that represent the
individual-level benefit from each of the candidates.
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forward – a positive treatment effect of group appeals (over no appeals) on the likelihood that M J
votes for candidate R independent of assigned income and level of group heterogeneity. The empirical test for the existence of equilibrium coordination, in contrast, is composed of two steps:
First, I must identify M J groups likely to vote for P and, second, evaluate whether the decisions
of members of such M J groups are based on forming beliefs about others’ choices.

5

Results

In the analysis of experimental data to follow, I first characterize the relative frequency of equilibrium
play as a function of the group heterogeneity treatments. Second, I provide average treatment effects
of the appeal treatments on the relative frequency of equilibrium play as well as on the average vote
share of candidate R. Finally, I provide evidence for the mechanism behind the effects of group
appeals (identifying equilibrium and group-majoritarian coordination) and discuss the robustness
of experimental results.

5.1

Equilibrium predictions

When group heterogeneity of M J is low, societies choose the R-equilibrium in 45% of elections. In
this equilibrium all members of M J vote for the redistributive candidate R, all members of M I vote
for wealth-preserving candidate P , R wins the election, and M J earns the group-targeted benefit I.
The distribution of strategy profiles as well as the distribution of which candidate won the election
is shown in Figure 2; observations for when group heterogeneity in M J is low appear in the left
panel. The relative frequency of the P -equilibrium where all voters choose P is shown on top (blue,
darkest color); the strategy profile where M J votes for candidate R and M I supports P is given at
the bottom (red, second darkest color). The relative frequency of profiles in which P wins but are
not the P -equilibrium, is given in the lightest color (light blue); the profile where R wins, except
(R, R, R; P, P ), is shown in the second lightest color (light red). At this level of group heterogeneity,
averaging across appeal treatments, only rarely do societies converge to the P -equilibrium (relative
frequency .02), candidate R wins in 67% of elections, and M J earns the group-targeted benefit in
72% of the elections (and shares it with M I in 12%).
When group heterogeneity in M J is medium or high, the R-equilibrium does not exist and,
18

Figure 2: Distribution of relative frequency of strategy profiles by group heterogeneity and appeal
treatments.
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unsurprisingly, the strategy profile where all members of M J coordinate on candidate R and all
members of M I vote for candidate P occurs significantly less often (at a rate of .16 and .06,
respectively). The relative frequency of the P -equilibrium, however, increases significantly; from
.02 when group heterogeneity in M J is low, to .19 when it is medium, and to .23 when it is high.
When group heterogeneity in M J is medium or high, candidate R wins the majority in only 31%
and 12% of elections, which is a significant drop of 37% and 56% from when group heterogeneity
in M J is low, respectively. M J receives the full group-targeted benefit only in 57% and 45% of
elections, a decline of 15% and 27%, respectively.
I do not find evidence that societies, which do not play either of the two pure strategy equilibria
when group heterogeneity is low, choose congruent with the mixed strategy equilibrium; in particular
the moderately poor and the moderately rich member of M J in such societies vote for candidate R
significantly too often (at a rate of .67 and .75, in contrast to the predicted .38 and .62, respectively).
Result 1 When group heterogeneity is low, the majority M J is more likely to coordinate on the
wealth-preserving candidate R, helping R win, and taking the group-targeted benefit. When group
heterogeneity is medium or high, the majority M J tends to fully coordinate on candidate R or the
19

redistributive candidate P at similar rates, but given a higher frequency of split votes and because
the minority M I always votes for P , candidate P wins most elections.

5.2

Appeal treatment effects

When group heterogeneity is low, the relative frequency of the R-equilibrium does not vary significantly across appeal treatments: it is .42 in the no appeal treatment, .52 in the group appeal
treatment, and .38 in the income appeal treatment. Testing for differences in no appeal vs group
appeal (income appeal) treatments returns p = .15 (p = .69). Findings of no treatment effect of the
group and income appeal also emerge for the frequency of the P -equilibrium and frequency with
which either candidate wins the election for all levels of group heterogeneity. In societies where
group heterogeneity in M J is medium or high, the non-equilibrium strategy profile (R, R, R; P, P )
is played more often in income (p = .11) and significantly more often in group appeal than no appeal
treatment (difference .09 each).
In the income appeal treatment, the vote share of candidate R among the poor member of M J
is by .11, .24, and .28 lower than among rich members when group heterogeneity is low, medium,
and high, respectively (where the difference between poor and rich is significant for the latter two
levels of group heterogeneity). The difference between poor and rich in M J, however, is stable
across all appeal treatments; see Figure 3, which shows the vote share of candidate R across group
heterogeneity and appeal treatments for rich M J (black bars), poor M J (white bars), and M I
(gray bars).
The vote share of candidate R in M I is low throughout but falls significantly in the group
appeal over the no appeal treatment when group heterogeneity is medium or high while the income
appeal has no such effect.
The following summarises appeal treatment effects on equilibrium play and vote choice.27
Result 2 Income and group appeal treatments do not affect the frequency of equilibrium play. When
group heterogeneity in the majority M J is medium or high, both appeals increase the likelihood that
27

There is also no average appeal treatment effect on efficiency when group heterogeneity in M J is low because
no effect of group appeals arises. When group heterogeneity in M J is medium or high, group appeals make M I
significantly more likely to vote for candidate P , but also some of the M J groups more likely to fully coordinate on
P ; in this way, the average payoffs from securing the group-targeted benefit from P as well as its distribution across
M I and M J remains the same, canceling out any appeal treatment effect on welfare.
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Figure 3: Vote share of the wealth-preserving candidate R by group heterogeneity and appeal
treatments for majority M J and minority M I. Confidence bars are computed from a subject-level
clustered bootstrap.
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the wealth-preserving candidate R wins with the support of the majority M J while the minority M I
still votes for the redistributive candidate P and M I’s support for P is strongest upon receiving a
group appeal.

5.3

Coordination mechanism

Two interesting observations emerge from the analysis so far: (1) high frequency of the R-equilibrium
when group heterogeneity in M J is low and the P -equilibrium also exists, and (2) strong support
for candidate R when group heterogeneity M J is medium or high and only the P -equilibrium
(P, P, P ; P, P ) exists (in particular in income and group appeal treatments). In a decision situation
with multiple equilibria (i.e., when group heterogeneity in M J is low), behavior congruent with
the simple heuristic provided by group-majoritarian coordination arises unsurprisingly; but why do
we observe behavior equivalent to using such heuristic when the behavior is not congruent with
equilibrium play? And, which of the societies playing the P -equilibrium truly follow equilibrium
coordination?
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To identify group-majoritarian and equilibrium coordination, I look at instances of medium or
high group heterogeneity in M J and I define M J with a propensity to coordinate on R by when
M J shows an average rate of voting for candidate R that is higher than the average vote share of R
of all M J in a given treatment group. And, I define M J with a propensity to coordinate on P by
when M J displays an average vote share of candidate R that is lower than the average vote share of
R of all M J in a given treatment. I find sizable variation in whether M J in the different societies
coordinate on the candidates even within treatment condition. In the no appeal treatment, 43%
of M J groups show a propensity to coordinate on R while that percentage grows to 50% in the
income appeal treatment and 56% in the group appeal treatment; the remainder of M J groups in
each treatment condition displays a propensity to coordinate on P .
The vote share of candidate R in M J groups showing a propensity to coordinate on R in the no
appeal treatment is by .46 significantly higher than the vote share of M J groups with a propensity
to coordinate on P ; the difference is .50 in the group and income appeal treatments. M J with a
propensity to coordinate on R may follow the logic behind group-majoritarian coordination. M J
with a propensity to coordinate on P may engage in equilibrium coordination.
Figure 4 illustrates the effect of group and income appeal on M J’s coordination effort. Receiving the income appeal hinders coordination and M J’s attempt to converge on candidate R falls
apart towards the end of the experiment (right, bottom panel). Making the poorest member of M J
recognize the cost of converging with fellow group members on R with an income appeal clearly
leads to coordination failure. The dynamics of vote share in M J with a propensity to coordinate
on R in no appeal and group appeal treatment is quite similar (left and middle, bottom panel),
which could be an indicator for how powerful (or simple) the heuristic behind group-majoritarian
coordination is given that M J does not even need the group appeal to trigger voting for candidate
R.
Members of M J are identified to choose according to group-majoritarian coordination, however, only if their support for candidate R, upon receiving a group appeal, is independent of their
assigned income and the level of group heterogeneity. While the propensity to coordinate on candidate R certainly varies with assigned income, the group appeal treatment effect on vote choice
remains the same in size and direction and is significantly different from zero at all levels of income (p < .1 for comparisons at income 10, 22, and 90). The true test of the existence of the
22

group-majoritarian coordination heuristic, however, is to evaluate whether the poorest member of
M J supports R at all levels of group heterogeneity. When group heterogeneity in M J is medium
or high, the loss in individual-level benefit for the poorest member is not offset by the group-level
benefit received from the wealth-preserving candidate R; this is the only case where a vote for
R from the poorest member of the majority identity group would be not congruent with equilibrium play but still driven by the group welfare heuristics behind group-majoritarian coordination.
With low group heterogeneity in M J, the (moderately) poor member support candidate R at a
rate of .81. When group heterogeneity in M J is medium or high, however, the vote share of the
wealth-preserving candidate among the poorest member of M J drops significantly to .40 and .27,
respectively.
Figure 4: Vote share of the wealth-preserving candidate R for poor and rich members of the majority
M J by appeal treatment and coordination propensity (Medium and high group heterogeneity).
Confidence bars are computed from a subject-level clustered bootstrap.
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coordination on candidate P arises because they form expectations about the behavior of other
voters as a result of the group appeal and choose accordingly. Several pieces of evidence support
the finding that M J groups with a propensity to coordinate on P actually follow the logic of
equilibrium coordination.
First, the P-equilibrium proves powerful in not only keeping the rich members of M J to deviate
to higher levels of support for candidate R but to quickly converge to voting for P as well. The
top-middle panel of Figure 4 shows a significant time trend in average vote share of candidate R for
M J with a propensity to coordinate on P in the group appeal treatment, for rich and poor alike,
while the average vote share of candidate R remains stable for M J with a propensity to coordinate
on R.28
Second, priming subjects’ considerations of their individual-level attribute as implemented in
the income appeal treatment, should directly induce rich members of M J to expect that the poorest
member is likely to side with the poor M I in voting for candidate P . In turn, rich voters in M J
responding to that expectation vote for candidate P given that P is now more likely to be the
vote winner. Indeed, when income is primed rich voters in M J coordinate on candidate P as the
experiment proceeds. Clearly, in the income appeal treatment, quick coordination with fellow group
members on P is harder to achieve but happens eventually; the right panel in Figure 4 shows that
rich members of M J with a propensity to coordinate on P hold off longer with their support for
the redistributive candidate than that is the case in the group appeal treatment.
Third, the Rich M I-Group appeal treatment removes any belief that M I is voting for candidate
P by creating a scenario in which all subjects in M I are wealthy. The wealth-preserving candidate
now receives support at a rate of .92 because the poorest member of M J no longer sees a reason to
expect M I to vote for candidate P , and, in turn, the richer members of M J are more certain that
the poorest member coordinates with them on candidate R.
Finally, given that equilibrium coordination on the redistribution candidate P relies on the
beliefs of members of M J about their poorest member and the expectation of the poorest member
of the poor M I’s behavior, conditions for such coordination are most favorable when the poorest
28

Fifty-seven percent of M J groups with a propensity to coordinate on P in the group appeal treatment have
a negative and significant time trend in their support of candidate R but in no M J groups with a propensity to
coordinate on R do we observe a significantly increasing vote share of candidate R over time. These time trends in
support of candidate P and R are the coefficient estimates taken from a regression of the average vote share of R on
round of play run on observations from M J in each decision group separately.
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member is very poor and most likely to vote for the redistributive candidate P (assigned income
of 10, 22, or 27 with medium and high group heterogeneity) instead of moderately poor (assigned
income of 44 with low group heterogeneity). Indeed, the average rate of votes for candidate P in
M J is significantly higher in the former than the latter (difference is .34).29
Result 3 Group appeals trigger equilibrium coordination on the candidate who imposes costs on
most members of their own group in individual-level benefit by making voters weigh their expectations
about the behavior of fellow group members and of members of the other group more highly. Groupmajoritarian coordination as decision heuristic arises only rarely.
Note: an alternative mechanism to group-majoritarian coordination, similar to the one behind
equilibrium coordination, may better explain why M J members often vote for candidate R despite
such behavior being incongruent with an equilibrium profile: vote choice is determined by M J’s
expectations about the behavior of its poorest member. The willingness of the poorest member of
M J to coordinate with richer fellow members and these richer members’ belief about the poorest
member’s willingness to coordinate is largest when the group-level benefit offsets the loss in the
individual-level benefit (i.e., when group heterogeneity is low). Indeed, the richer members of M J
are by .30 significantly more likely to vote for candidate R when group heterogeneity in M J is low
than when it is medium or high.

5.4

Robustness of experimental results

To assess the experimental results presented, I investigate the possibility of learning effects and
whether the finding of equilibrium coordination is robust to an alternative other-regarding preferences mechanism.
Subjects interact with others in fixed societies over several rounds. Any behavior observed
and any treatment effect identified may result from or vary with learning. Averaging appeal treatments in elections where group heterogeneity of M J is low shows that the relative frequency of the
(R, R, R; P, P ) strategy profile increases significantly in the final third of the experiment over the
first and second thirds. While that relative frequency is .33 in round 1-12 and .29 in round 13-24, it
29
Exit-survey responses also indicate that M J with a propensity to coordinate on P are more likely than M J with
a propensity to coordinate on R to consider whether others are affected by the group appeal. 42% of subjects in M J
with a propensity to coordinate on P report that they believed appeals affected not only themselves, but also others,
while only 33% did so in M J with a propensity to coordinate on R.
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rises significantly to .53 in round 25-36.30 The equilibrium coordination mechanism, given the time
trend in voters’ choices, surely indicates such learning effects as well. Realizing that such learning
effects only arise for societies for which I can reasonably claim they follow equilibrium coordination but not for those who may follow group-majoritarian coordination, makes the observation of
learning effects part of the evidence for equilibrium coordination being an instance of sophisticated
decision-making and not an issue of a lack of robustness.
The effect of group appeals that trigger equilibrium coordination on the redistribution candidate P may be confounded by yet another mechanism: heightened other-regarding preferences in
the form of increased inequity aversion (Fehr and Schmidt, 1999). If this effect of group appeal
exists, it could arise from experimenter demand effects (i.e., social desirability). Convergence on
P of M I and those M J groups that follow equilibrium coordination could be a sign of a stronger
preference for redistribution emerging with the group appeal (including concern for the identity
group’s poorest members). To show that there is no such effect, I reverse the income distribution
creating a mostly poor M J and a rich M I. Now, the target of equilibrium coordination in M J
is shifted to the wealth-preserving candidate R, and we should see effects of the group appeal accordingly. Conversely, if preferences for redistribution are behind the effects of group appeals on
coordination, the group appeal should still lead to an increase in vote share of P . Overall, when
reversing the income distribution, the vote share of candidate R increases significantly. While it
was .38 in no appeal and group appeal treatments with a mostly rich M J, it is now .71 in the Poor
M J-No appeal treatment and .61 in the Poor M J-Group appeal treatment.

6

Discussion and conclusion

In this study, I demonstrate how groups coordinate in elections to win group-targeted benefits.
With increasing group heterogeneity, the candidate who is individually-beneficial to most members
of the group loses support. This re-alignment partially arises because group appeals raise the
awareness of voters to how their fellow group members might act and how other groups behave.
Why do we observe this mechanism? Voting is characterized by the opportunity to secure grouptargeted benefits but individuals are required to make reasonable guesses about the responses of
30

See Figure C.6 in the online Appendix for the distribution of strategy profiles played in the first, second, and
final third of the experiment.
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others to secure them. Individuals rely on focal points in decision situations that contain uncertainty.
Group markers generate common knowledge about such focal points among the members of a group
allowing for successful coordination similar to other more context-rich public signals, such as rituals
(Chwe, 2013), symbols (Schnakenberg, 2014), or information about political outcomes (Mebane and
Sekhon, 2002).
Group-majoritarian coordination would provide such a simple cue – maximize group welfare –
to rally the group around an alternative by parameterizing a strategic problem in which individuals
maximizing group utility are guided towards a clear coordination target (Guala, Mittone and Ploner,
2013). Here, group identity serves as a low-cost informational cue in complex decision-making
environments (Lupia and McCubbins, 1998) and is most valuable to individuals who are otherwise
less informed (Bassi, Morton and Williams, 2011).
The uncertainty about how other groups will behave, however, seems sufficient to steer voters
away from this easily recognizable focal point. A group rationality now must emerge so the group
finds an optimal strategy vis-a-vis the other group; that is more easily done when the group is
appealed to (Bornstein, Gneezy and Nagel, 2002). As an instance of such rationality, decision
makers follow a mechanism – equilibrium coordination – by which joint group action arises from
far less obvious considerations of the preferences and expected behaviors of fellow group members
and the other group.
What exactly is behind equilibrium coordination? While the observed electoral outcomes in the
experiment result from features of the game I implement, the mechanism by which subjects arrive
at them is driven by a more fundamental response to a group appeal: decision makers become
increasingly aware of the expectations of others, strategic uncertainties resolve and, ultimately,
coordinated collective behavior of a group emerges.31 Group identities help to create common
conjecture; they serve to persuade the individual that others will take a specific action, that others
are similarly convinced that everyone else will also take this action, that others are certain that
the individual will take this action, etc. My study provides clear evidence of the existence of
common conjecture with group identities by a counterfactual: with income appeals the content of
the common conjecture is muted and the resulting coordination changes with a different income
31

Strategic uncertainty arises when the rational decision maker deductively formulates beliefs about the state of
the world and others’ behavior but does not know for sure which equilibrium concept other decision makers will use
(Van Huyck, Battalio and Beil, 1990).
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distribution where the target of the group’s joint action is shifted.
The 1997 mayoral election in Los Angeles, in which Republican businessman Richard Riordan
was pitted against State Senator Democrat Tom Hayden, is a telling empirical anecdote illustrating
equilibrium coordination. In their campaigns, both appealed heavily to Latino voters for their
support by offering group-targeted benefits. Riordan pushed for massive transfers to Los Angeles’s
schools (Kaufmann, 2003, 162), which are dominated by Latino students, and Hayden took a strong
stance against anti-illegal immigration initiatives (Newton, 1997). Despite the fact that only 43% of
Latino voters supported Riordan in the previous mayoral race, on the election day in 1997, according
to Los Angeles Times exit polls, he scored 60% of the Latino vote (Kaufmann, 2003, 164) in a city
where Democrats outnumber Republicans two-to-one. His success with Latino voters was largely
attributed to his ability to convince them that he would continue to strengthen the public education
system (Kaufmann, 2003, 162) even though he may promote economic policies that would be to
the detriment of many members of that sub-population, who are “more likely to be working class”
(Sonenshein, 2004, 95). While many features of this particular race may determine why so many
Latinos voted for Riordan, observers were surprised by how individual voters traded off individuallevel benefits implied by the candidates’ position on redistribution against group-targeted benefits
implied by their position on education. One may have expected Latinos to coordinate on voting
for the candidate offering group-targeted benefits but whose redistributive policies are also most
beneficial for the majority of group members. Such group-majoritarian coordination did not occur.
For another more recent example of the existence of the described rationale, consider the runup to the 2012 presidential election where President Obama’s campaign grew concerned about the
potential for a “huge white turnout” (Warren, 2012) and Republicans complained about the supposedly automatic support of minorities for the incumbent President.32 In a race-salient election,
everyone was aware of the fact that the opposing candidate may do a better job than usual in
mobilizing in-group voters. This concern generates an even greater willingness to turn out for the
co-racial candidate and is a perfectly reasonable strategic response to the salience of race, going well
beyond electoral support driven by emotional attachment or shared interests. A speculative observation suggests that the Obama campaign may have been reluctant to openly appeal to minority
32

As a racial minority, Obama certainly engenders emotional attachment among African Americans and potentially
other minorities, and his platform speaks more to the concerns of minorities than to the white majority of Americans.
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voters as it could serve to raise awareness among the racial majority of the potential for a large
minority turnout. One could argue that the fear of group-majoritarian coordination, a division of
the electorate along race lines, led the Obama campaign to try to not further appeal to voters based
on their race group.
Ethnic politics provides further interesting applications. As example for how a group appeal
triggers a coordination mechanism that seems unexpected at first, Wilkinson (2004) shows that
group appeals to the Muslim minority in India are a viable tool to add non-Hindu voters to a
larger Hindu-based electoral coalition because it also positively affects the willingness of the Hindu
majority to bandwagon and vote for the minority-appealing candidate.
Generally, my study shows that even weak, context-free identities, as implemented in the
laboratory, affect individuals’ beliefs and behaviors in group-driven political competition similar to
what has been found outside of the laboratory (e.g., Michelitch (2015); Eifert, Miguel and Posner
(2010)). The group appeal treatment effect however, mostly speaks to effects on individuals’ beliefs.
In my account, convergence of members of one social group on a particular electoral alternative
should be seen as information-driven herding (Goeree and Yariv, 2015) or as bandwagoning (Bartels,
1988), and not so much as a result of a saliency-triggered shift from personal to collective identity and
an increased adherence to group norms (Huddy, 2013). Nevertheless, the mechanism I identify differs
from bandwagoning because it does not need the sequential nature of voting and the information
provided in such a process for voters to engage in it (Morton and Williams, 1999; Morton and Ou,
2015).
Even more generally, I establish the existence of a coordination mechanism in the context of
elections where voters respond to a call for coordinated group action by changing their behavior in
response to how they expect the appeal to shape the actions of others. Indeed, such group appeal
does not necessarily lead an individual to adhere to group norms or to value the overall welfare of
the group. It makes it more likely that the voter considers the expected behavior of others and
how everyone else might respond to the voters choice. Group identity primed in such way hastens
coordination on the candidate most likely to be the electoral victor, leading some voters to abandon
their “natural” electoral alternative given their preferences over individual-level benefits. Often,
though, the intuitive effect to divide society along group lines persists even though those divisions
may, as I show here, emerge from a strategic rationale.
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